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Abstract

Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID‐19) remains a major public health concern, and

vaccine unavailability, hesitancy, or failure underscore the need for discovery of

efficacious antiviral drug therapies. Numerous approved drugs target protein kinases

associated with viral life cycle and symptoms of infection. Repurposing of kinase

inhibitors is appealing as they have been vetted for safety and are more accessible

for COVID‐19 treatment. However, an understanding of drug mechanism is needed

to improve our understanding of the factors involved in pathogenesis. We tested the

in vitro activity of three kinase inhibitors against severe acute respiratory syndrome

coronavirus 2 (SARS‐CoV‐2), including inhibitors of AXL kinase, a host cell factor

that contributes to successful SARS‐CoV‐2 infection. Using multiple cell‐based

assays and approaches, gilteritinib, nintedanib, and imatinib were thoroughly

evaluated for activity against SARS‐CoV‐2 variants. Each drug exhibited antiviral

activity, but with stark differences in potency, suggesting differences in host

dependency for kinase targets. Importantly, for gilteritinib, the amount of compound

needed to achieve 90% infection inhibition, at least in part involving blockade of

spike protein‐mediated viral entry and at concentrations not inducing phospholipi-

dosis (PLD), approached a clinically achievable concentration. Knockout of AXL, a

target of gilteritinib and nintedanib, impaired SARS‐CoV‐2 variant infectivity,
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supporting a role for AXL in SARS‐CoV‐2 infection and supporting further

investigation of drug‐mediated AXL inhibition as a COVID‐19 treatment. This study

supports further evaluation of AXL‐targeting kinase inhibitors as potential antiviral

agents and treatments for COVID‐19. Additional mechanistic studies are needed to

determine underlying differences in virus response.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS‐CoV‐2) is a

positive‐sense, single‐stranded, enveloped RNA virus belonging to

the Beta coronavirus genus, first reported in Wuhan, China in 2019.

SARS‐CoV‐2 shares 80% RNA sequence identity with SARS‐CoV, a

Beta coronavirus that first appeared in Guangdong Province, China,

in 2002, before spreading to 37 countries with a case fatality rate of

nearly 10% and 8098 documented cases.1,2 SARS‐CoV‐2 also shares

around 50% sequence identity with Middle East respiratory

syndrome coronavirus (MERS‐CoV), another member of this genus

that causes respiratory disease, first reported in Saudi Arabia in 2012

before affecting 29 countries, with a fatality rate of around 34% and

over 2521 documented cases.2 At the time of this writing, in the

United States there have been over 93 million cases and over

1 000 000 deaths. While MERS‐CoV and SARS‐CoV‐2 are in

circulation, cases of SARS‐CoV have not been reported since 2004.

SARS‐CoV‐2 causes Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID‐19),

ranging in symptoms from asymptomatic, to fever and dry cough

and loss of smell and taste.3,4 While COVID‐19 is associated with a

lower fatality rate than SARS‐CoV or MERS‐CoV, a portion of

patients show severe symptoms with a 1% fatality rate, often due to

the onset of a virus‐induced hyper‐inflammatory response character-

ized by diffuse alveolar damage preceding fibroproliferation and

fibrosis over time. Patients undergoing respiratory failure resulting

from acute respiratory distress syndrome require supportive therapy

in the form of intubation and mechanical ventilation.

Since the appearance of SARS‐CoV‐2, variants have emerged

that contain numerous mutations across the genome but that are

often concentrated in the SARS‐CoV‐2 spike protein gene. Among

these are the Alpha (lineage B.1.1.7) variant, first detected in the

United Kingdom and characterized by a 45%–71% increased

transmissibility,5,6 and the Beta (B.1.351, B.1.351.2, B.1.351.3)

variant, which first emerged in South Africa and is marked by a

55% increased transmissibility.5,7 Both variants have waned with the

emergence of the Delta (lineage B.1.617.2) variant, which was first

detected in India and was the dominant strain in the United States

and numerous other countries. The Delta variant has transmissibility

of around 50% more than the Alpha variant, with diminished

sensitivity (around 2‐fold) to antibody neutralization.5 During the

completion of this manuscript, a highly mutated and transmissible

coronavirus variant, Omicron (B.1.1.529), harboring >30 mutations

on the spike protein and first detected in South Africa, has

emerged.8,9 It is unclear how each of these variants differs in host

factor dependence and how this may affect the actions of small

molecule therapeutics.

All SARS‐CoV‐2 virus variants have a similar infection cycle to

that of SARS‐CoV and MERS‐CoV. In brief, viral entry is initiated

when the receptor binding domain (RBD) of the S1 subunit of the

spike protein on the surface of SARS‐CoV‐2 physically interacts with

the host cell surface ACE2 receptor.10 Following clathrin‐dependent

endocytosis of the virion and pH‐dependent cleavage of the S2 spike

subunit, the viral envelope fuses with the endosome to release the

viral nucleocapsid.11 The viral RNA genome is then transcribed and

replicated, leading to the assembly of new viral particles that are

released from the host cell and go on to establish new cycles of

infection. A recent report indicated that AXL kinase activity was

required for uptake of the virus12 suggesting that inhibitors, targeting

AXL and related kinases, and used in the clinic, may offer a path to

treatment for COVID‐19.

The SARS‐CoV‐2 outbreak has highlighted the need for

identification and/or development of effective antiviral drug treat-

ments, especially for those for whom vaccination is not an option

due to immune deficiency, lack of availability, or personal choice.

Preliminary data suggest efficacy of novel oral drug treatments, such

as the main protease inhibitor, Paxlovid (Pfizer Inc.),13 and the RNA‐

dependent RNA polymerase inhibitor, molnupiravir (EIDD‐2801/MK‐

4482) (Merck and Ridgeback Biotherapeutics).14,15 Like many RNA

viruses, SARS‐CoV‐2 has shown an ability to rapidly adapt to humans

and new selective pressures and may become resistant to new

therapies. Thus, there is a need for an armament of treatments as an

attempt to override potential drug resistance. Repurposing of

approved, targeted kinase inhibitors provides a clinical option to

treatment of SARS‐CoV‐2 infection and COVID‐19, as an impressive

number of cellular and viral protein kinases are implicated in viral

infection or organ‐damaging symptoms caused by the infection.

Importantly, some of these kinases can be targeted by FDA‐approved

kinase inhibitors, and thus clinically available drugs can in theory be

readily and speedily repurposed for treatment of infected, sympto-

matic patients.

In a previous report,16 we stratified a panel of kinase inhibitors

according to their predicted ability to exhibit anti‐SARS‐CoV‐2
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activity. Based on this study and the importance of AXL‐related

kinases in virus entry into cells, we tested the activity of three

potent kinase inhibitors using in vitro drug studies with models of

SARS‐CoV‐2 infection in both Vero (African green monkey) and

human lung adenocarcinoma (A549‐ACE2)‐cells. Here, we describe

the anti‐SARS‐CoV‐2 efficacy of gilteritinib, nintedanib, and imatinib.

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

Details are provided in the Supporting Information.

3 | RESULTS

We previously predicted that a set of human kinase targets were

associated with the coronavirus infection cycle and playing a role in

development of symptoms associated with COVID‐19 (such as

pneumonia, fibrosis, and inflammation) and prioritized pharmaco-

kinetics that were tolerated at high doses over long periods of

administration.16,17 Of these we chose to examine three compounds,

gilteritinib, nintedanib, and imatinib, which inhibit AXL or AXL‐related

kinases, for activity against SARS‐CoV‐2. Each compound was

evaluated using multipoint dose curves in Vero and A549‐ACE2

cells. Each cell line expresses the SARS‐CoV‐2 receptor, ACE2, either

natively or after expression of recombinant protein respectively and

so is susceptible to infection. For the A549‐ACE2 cells, infection was

measured by immunofluorescent labeling of viral N‐protein and the

proportion of N‐expressing cells was quantified from microscopy

images (Figure 1A–C and Table 1). Vero cells were used in a

cytopathic effect (CPE) protection assay, where compounds protect

cells from infection and virus‐induced cytopathogenicity as measured

by neutral red dye uptake into cells (Figure 1D,E and Table 1).

Despite differences in approach, each assay gave similar outcomes

with gilteritinib being the most potent, with an EC50 of 0.13 μM by

CPE, and <0.1 μM by N staining assay (Figure 1 and Table 1). Imatinib

was less potent with an EC50 of 2 μM by both assays. Gilteritinib is a

potent and selective inhibitor of AXL (IC50 = 41 nM)18; AXL is a

target that has been reported as an important host factor for

SARS‐CoV‐2 infection.12 To assess whether the higher potency of

F IGURE 1 Gilteritinib, imatinib, and nintedanib inhibit SARS‐CoV‐2 infection. (A–C) Representative dose–response curves showing effects
of gilteritinib (A), nintedanib (B), and imatinib (C) on SARS‐CoV‐2 infection of A549‐ACE2 cells. One hour before infection cells were treated
with a dilution series of each drug starting at 25 µM. Cells were infected with SARS‐CoV‐2 (USA‐WA1 strain) at a multiplicity of infection (MOI)
∼0.2 for 48 h. Cells were fixed and probed for SARS‐CoV‐2 infection using anti‐N protein antibody. Plates were imaged at 4x and infection was
quantified using a Cell Profiler pipeline to count the number of N‐positive cells. Infection efficiency, defined as N‐positive cells divided by nuclei,
was normalized to a DMSO negative control and dose–response curves and EC50 values were calculated using a four‐parameter variable‐slope
model (GraphPad Prism). (D–E) Dose–response curves showing the toxicity of gilteritinib (D) and imatinib (E) on Vero 76 cells. An MOI of 0.001
was used for studies of SARS‐CoV‐2 in Vero 76 cells. The Neutral Red (cytopathic effect/toxicity) assay was carried out as a readout. DMSO,
dimethylsulfoxide; ROI, reduction of infection; SARS‐CoV‐2, severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2.
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gilteritinib could be associated specifically with AXL inhibition, we

tested the triple angiokinase inhibitor nintedanib, which, according to

KINOMEscan (https://lincs.hms.harvard.edu/kinomescan/) shows

on‐target kinase activity against AXL (selected target kinase affinity

[kd < 100 nM]) as well as other kinases (AAK1, ABL1, KIT, RET, YES1).

Like gilteritinib, nintedanib proved to be a potent inhibitor of

infection assay but unlike gilteritinib, caused little cytotoxicity in this

assay suggesting a favorable selectivity index (SI) (Figure 1A–B,

Table 1, and Supporting Information: Figure 2).

We further evaluated the antiviral activity of gilteritinib,

nintedanib, and imatinib for inhibition of infection of the common

SARS‐CoV‐2 variants, Alpha, Beta, and Delta. While the Alpha strain

was similarly susceptible to theWA strain used in our initial work, the

drugs were up to 10‐fold less potent against the Beta and Delta

variants (Figure 2). This finding suggests a surprising difference in

dependence on cellular kinases between viruses in the Alpha lineage

versus other, later isolated variants.

As AXL is the main target of gilteritinib and one tyrosine kinase

target of nintedanib, and has been reported to interact with the

N‐terminus of the spike protein,12,19 we evaluated the role of AXL in

defining infection efficiency for the WA, Alpha, and Delta strains.

AXL was knocked out by CRISPR‐targeted gene disruption and loss

of AXL expression was confirmed by immunoblotting (Figure 3A) and

flow cytometry (Figure 3B). For each, ACE2 overexpression, as

assessed by immunoblotting, was not affected and was similar for

each cell line. For clones A08 and D10, AXL expression was reduced

by 50% and 90% respectively compared to E05, which was made

using a nontargeting guide RNA and had wild‐type levels of AXL

expression. Despite having residual AXL expression, significant

reductions in infection efficiency of each virus variant were seen

for the D10 clone (Figure 3C,D). For A08, infection consistently

trended lower than E05 for all three strains, but statistical

significance was not achieved in all repeats of assays. Overall, lower

AXL expression was associated with reduced infection efficiency,

which supports a role for AXL, the target of gilteritinib, in SARS‐CoV‐

2 infection.

Since major differences for Alpha versus Beta and Delta variants

are present in the virus glycoprotein gene (as many as 20 amino acid

substitutions), and AXL is involved in virus entry into cells, a step

controlled by the spike protein, it is possible that drug potency is

TABLE 1 Investigation of a panel of kinase inhibitors for anti‐severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 activity using a Vero 76
cell‐based assay and an ACE2‐A549 cell‐based assay

Compound Drug assay (Cytopathic effect/toxicity) EC50 (μΜ) CC50 (μΜ) SI

Test compounds

(tyrosine kinase inhibitors)

Gilteritinib Neutral red 0.13 3.8 29

NP stain <0.1 1.2 12

Imatinib Neutral red 2.0 24 12

NP stain 2.0 >20 >10

Nintedanib Neutral red nd nd nd

NP stain 1.0 >20 >20

Note: EC50 (µM), CC50 (µM). EC50=compound concentration that reduces viral replication by 50%. CC50=compound concentration that reduces cell
viability by 50%. SI=CC50/EC50. Compounds with SI values > 10 are considered active. Nd indicates not done.

F IGURE 2 Kinase inhibitors are less potent against the Beta and Delta strains compared to the Alpha strain. Representative dose–response
curves of A549‐ACE2 cells treated with each compound and infected with SARS‐CoV‐2 Alpha, Beta, or Delta strains (A–C). Cells were treated
with compounds 1 h before infection with each variant at an MOI ∼0.2. After 48 h of infection plates were fixed and probed for N‐protein.
Infection efficiency was calculated by normalizing the proportion of N‐positive cells in each well to an untreated DMSO control. Concentrations
listed for each variant are EC50s calculated using a four‐parameter variable slope model (GraphPad Prism). DMSO, dimethylsulfoxide; MOI,
multiplicity of infection; SARS‐CoV‐2, severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2.
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related to changes in the spike protein and its interactions with the

drug targets. To evaluate the contribution of differences in the spike

protein to drug sensitivity, we challenged pretreated A549‐ACE2

cells with pseudotyped viruses (PVs) made using a lentiviral core and

bearing spike proteins from each variant. Specifically, we tested the

Wuhan (similar to WA) and Delta spike sequences, as well as

Omicron. The VSV‐G protein served as a specificity control for drug

activity. Consistent with the results from the live virus experiments,

nintedanib and gilteritinib were more potent than imatinib, with

gilteritinib treatments showing the greatest inhibition of PV infection

(Figure 4A). Imatinib exhibited similar potency against theWuhan and

Delta PVs and higher potency against the Omicron PV (Figure 4A).

Similarly, nintedanib was most potent against the Omicron PV and

least potent against the Wuhan PV (Figure 4A). Gilteritinib only

exhibited significant infection inhibition against Omicron PV com-

pared to VSV‐G. There was a small decrease in Wuhan PV and Delta

PV infection compared to VSV‐G, but this did not reach the level of

statistical significance. This outcome suggests an effect on VSV‐G

function or on expression of lentivirus infection reporter, or may be

due to cytotoxicity caused by gilteritinib, as VSV‐G infection in

gilteritinib‐treated cells was around 50% of the level attained in

imatinib‐ or nintedanib‐treated cells. Indeed, cell viability as assessed

by MTT assay was reduced by ∼30% after treatment with 0.63 µM

gilteritinib (Supporting Information: Figure 2).

The PV results, which show differences in infectivity of VSV‐G

compared to the variants in response to drug treatment, suggest drug

effects involve, at least in part, inhibition of spike protein‐mediated

viral entry. However, differences in gilteritinib potency against the

Delta versus Wuhan strains cannot be explained by spike protein

mutations and suggest postentry events, such as replication, might be

targeted by gilteritinib differently in the different strains.

Because Ebola virus (EBOV) is known to require AXL activity for

infectivity,20 we also tested whether gilteritinib could inhibit infection

by a recombinant VSVΔG expressing the EBOV glycoprotein (rVSV‐

EBOV). Consistent with this requirement, rVSV‐EBOV was inhibited

by gilteritinib with an EC50 of 0.25 μM (Figure 4B).

Recently, it was proposed that many repurposed small molecules

that require higher concentrations to work for SARS‐CoV‐2 inhibition

F IGURE 3 SARS‐CoV‐2 infection is reduced in AXL KO cells and correlates with AXL expression level. (A) AXL and ACE‐2 expression
assessed by immunoblotting. (B) AXL expression assessed by flow cytometry. (C) A549‐ACE2 cells with AXL knocked out reduced infection
efficiency of SARS‐CoV‐2 (left panel), the Alpha variant (middle panel), and the Delta variant (right panel), as compared to control cells (E05). The
level of AXL expression correlated with infection inhibition (A08 53%, D10 9%). Graphed results for the Alpha and Delta variant are
representative of three independent replicates, for which similar results were observed. AXL expression for the variant studies as measured by
flow cytometry is shown in Supporting Information: Figure 1 (D) Representative images A549‐ACE2‐Cas9 cells with AXL knocked down stained
with anti‐N protein antibody. Shown are cells infected with SARS‐CoV‐2 at an MOI ∼0.2 for 24 h. Green is N protein, blue is nuclei. Scale bar
indicates 300 µM. A549‐ACE2‐Cas9 cells with AXL knocked down were infected with an MOI ∼0.2 for 24 h, fixed in formalin, and probed for
infection using an anti‐N protein antibody. Plates were imaged and infection was quantified using a Cell Profiler pipeline to count the number of
N‐positive cells. Infection efficiency, defined as N‐positive cells divided by nuclei, was normalized to a DMSO negative control and is shown for
the indicated virus variants. Sidak's multiple comparison tests were used to test for significant differences in infection efficiency. Asterisks
denote statistical differences versus E05, an AXL‐expressing control line. Data are representative of three or four biological replicates. DMSO,
dimethylsulfoxide; MOI, multiplicity of infection; SARS‐CoV‐2, severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2.
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than for their original indication could be acting by disrupting lipid

metabolism, termed phospholipidosis (PLD).21 PLD is a process by

which a drug, often with amphipathic cationic properties, disrupts

membrane fluidity and lipid metabolism in the cell.22 The hallmark of

this process is accumulation of lipids in intracellular vesicles

overlapping with drug activity. We evaluated gilteritinib for PLD by

measuring accumulation of a lipid‐based fluorescent dye. While

gilteritinib did result in lipid accumulation, as do many small

molecules, the difference between EC50 for antiviral and PLD

activity was around 2–4‐fold (Figures 1 and 2, Supporting

Information: Figure 3). Specifically, gilteritinib induced PLD in

A549‐ACE2 cells with an EC50 of 390 nM, in comparison to an

EC50 of <100 nM against SARS‐CoV‐2 in this cell‐based assay.

Concentrations ≤100 nM were able to inhibit viral production,

however these concentrations were not high enough to induce

PLD. The observed margin suggests that PLD likely at most

contributes to only a small degree to the antiviral activity of

gilteritinib. Of note, the same cells (A549‐ACE2) used in antiviral

assays were also used for the PLD assay, and thus the drug potency/

membrane permeability and other otherwise influential factors

associated with host cell sensitivity were comparable. In parallel

with gilteritinib, we also tested nintedanib and imatinib for PLD. We

observed that both nintedanib and imatinib induced as much PLD as

amodiaquine (a known PLD inducer serving as a positive control),

whereas gilteritinib induced only a small amount of PLD (maximum

15‐fold induction for gilteritinib vs. around 40‐fold induction for

nintedanib and imatinib) (Figure 5). Taken together, it can be

concluded that nintedanib and imatinib are strong PLD inducers,

with the EC50s close to the EC50s against SARS‐CoV‐2 infection,

whereas gilteritinib induces a small amount of PLD compared to

F IGURE 4 Activity of kinase inhibitors against a panel of pseudotyped viruses. (A) Imatinib, nintedanib, and gilteritinib were tested for
antiviral activity in vitro against pseudotyped lentiviruses expressing the spike protein from the SARS‐CoV‐2 (USA‐WA1), Delta, or Omicron
strains. Vesicular stomatitis virus (VSV) G protein served as a specificity control. A549‐ACE2 cells were pretreated with the indicated dose of
drug and infection was quantified by luciferase expression. Shown are results representative of two biological replicates. (B) The specificity of
gilteritinib for SARS‐CoV‐2 and AXL inhibition was tested in vitro using a panel of recombinant VSVs (rVSVs) expressing the Ebola (EBOV), Lassa
mammarenavrus (LASV), or VSV glycoproteins. A549‐ACE2 cells were pretreated with gilteritinib and infection was quantified by counting
GPF + cells. Concentrations listed are EC50 values calculated using a four‐parameter variable slope model (GraphPad Prism). SARS‐CoV‐2,
severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2.

F IGURE 5 Effects of gilteritinib, nintedanib, and imatinib on
phospholipidosis (PLD) in ACE2‐A549 cells. Comparison of induction
of PLD by gilteritinib, nintedanib, and imatinib versus the positive
control amodiaquine. Cells were pretreated with NBD‐PE reagent for
2 h before compound addition. Compounds were added in dose curves
and cells were incubated overnight. PLD was quantified using Cell
Profiler to measure NBD‐PE signal intensity per nuclei, and values
were normalized to the negative control DMSO. EC50 values were
calculated in Prism using a variable‐slope four‐parameter model.
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amodiaquine at an EC50 above the EC50 for SARS‐CoV‐2 inhibition.

However, PLD is still a possible additional mechanism of antiviral

activity, and one that requires further study.

Finally, to show that observed antiviral effects of gilteritinib were

due to effects on virus production in the target cells and not due to

direct virucidal effects, we carried out a virucidal assay. Pretreating

the SARS‐CoV‐2 Beta variant with 10 μM of gilteritinib did not

greatly reduce viability compared to the untreated and post‐treated

controls (Supporting Information: Figure 4).

4 | DISCUSSION

The kinase inhibitors investigated in our study were selected based

on KINOMEscan biochemical kinase profiling assay data from the

Harvard Medical School Library of Integrated Network‐based Cellular

Signatures (LINCS)17 and data derived from the ChEMBL database

that identified target proteins implicated in SARS‐CoV, MERS‐CoV,

and related virus infections.16 Priority was also given to those with

potential clinical benefits in the context of COVID‐19 disease

symptoms, including anti‐inflammatory, antifibrotic or anticytokine

activities, and pharmacokinetics for short‐term therapy.16 Here, we

focused on the tyrosine kinase inhibitors gilteritinib, nintedanib and

imatinib. Both gilteritinib and nintedanib have overlapping activity

against AXL while nintedanib and imatinib overlap in targeting c‐Kit.

A functional relationship between c‐Kit and AXL is implicated: Within

the C‐terminus cytoplasmic domain AXL shows 61% homology to

c‐Kit, suggesting that both receptor tyrosine kinases may communi-

cate through shared downstream mediating signaling factors.23 In

addition, AXL contributes to c‐Kit phosphorylation and thus may

participate in its positive regulation by counteracting phosphatase

activity that inhibits active c‐Kit.23

We observed a significant and strong correlation between

exogenous AXL levels and the degree of viral growth, consistent with

previous reports. Of potential significance to SARS‐CoV‐2 infection,

AXL has been demonstrated to be involved in SARS‐CoV‐2 infection

of pulmonary cells and may act like a coreceptor promoting entry of

the virus by binding the virus spike protein.19 In this study by Wang

and colleagues, AXL expression in HEK293 and pulmonary‐derived

HT1299 (which do not normally express ACE2 at appreciable levels),

was knocked out. For the HEK293 cells, restoration of AXL resulted in

increased infection. SARS‐CoV‐2 binding, uptake and then infection

was also reduced in each cell type.19 Here, we show a similar effect on

SARS‐CoV‐2 infection in human lung derived A549 cells but in the

presence of ACE2 indicating that AXL still plays an important role in

infection even when other receptors are present. Importantly, AXL

was shown to physically interact with the N‐terminal domain (NTD) of

the SARS‐CoV‐2 spike protein.12,19 Collectively, these studies suggest

that AXL is a target worthy of investigating for blocking SARS‐CoV‐2

entry and support the potential of an AXL‐targeting drug such as

gilteritinib as a therapy for COVID‐19.

Gilteritinib exhibited the most potent activity, with an EC50

close to 100 nM, against SARS‐CoV‐2 infection. Gilteritinib is

FDA‐approved for adult patients harboring mutated FLT3‐

expressing refractory/relapsed AML,18 but also has potent activity

against AXL and to a lesser extent ALK. Gilteritinib was previously

tested against SARS‐CoV‐2 in a study using a Vero cells.24 In this

earlier study, gilteritinib exhibited an EC50 of 6.75 uM and CC50 =

37.16 μM. The SI was 5.5, which is less than 10 and therefore would

not be considered useful as a potential therapy. The same

investigators later utilized a Calu‐3 cells (derived from human non‐

small‐cell lung cancer) but showed no detectable activity.25 Gilter-

itinib was also tested (Mount Sinai) for anti‐SARS‐CoV‐2 activity in a

Vero cell‐based system, using an anti‐NP antibody, and was observed

to exhibit an EC50 of around 0.8 μM with a SI < 10.26 One other

study evaluated gilteritinib using A549‐ACE2 cells similar to those

used here and showed inhibition of virus replication down to the

lowest concentration tested of 0.5 μM, with little effect on cell

growth.27 In another study an EC50 of 0.2 μM in Huh7 cells (derived

from human hepatocellular carcinoma) was reported with an SI of

8.9 28 and worked regardless of whether drug was added pre‐ or

postinfection, suggesting that gilteritinib inhibits postbinding events.

Finally, gilteritinib was tested (Institut Pasteur) for anti‐SARS‐CoV‐2

activity in an A549‐ACE2 cell‐based system, using RT‐PCR and

plaque assay and was observed to exhibit an EC50 of 0.06–0.12 μM

with a SI > 10.26 The results of these latter studies are consistent with

our results using Vero and A549 cells. Differences compared to the

earlier studies likely reflect cell types used and assay approaches,

however the majority of work indicates that gilteritinib is a candidate

for further testing in other systems that reflect virus infection in vivo,

such as tissue explants. Such studies will be needed to advance this

candidate. Of relevance, a successful remission with gilteritinib

was reported in a FLT3‐mutant‐positive AML patient with severe

COVID‐19.29

In addition, our studies identified the kinase inhibitor, nintedanib,

as displaying anti‐SARS‐CoV‐2 activity. Nintedanib, which is

approved for idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis and exhibits anti‐

inflammatory activity through TNF‐Alpha and IL‐6 inhibition,30 is a

potent inhibitor of AXL as well as several other kinases (AAK1, ABL1,

KIT, RET, YES1).16 Aside from AXL, the numb‐associated kinase family

member, AAK1, a target of nintedanib, is involved in endocytosis of

several RNA viruses, such as hepatitis C virus and dengue, which, like

SARS‐CoV, MERS‐CoV, and SARS‐CoV‐2, belong to the Baltimore

Group IV classification of RNA viruses.31–33 Knockdown of AXL, c‐

Kit, and RET using siRNA revealed that each was important for

infection by dengue viruses, and the SRC member, YES, was also

shown to be important for infection.34,35 The kinase profile of

nintedanib, coupled with its well‐established antifibrotic activity,

make nintedanib a candidate COVID‐19 therapy that could poten-

tially reduce viral load in patients and also provide clinical benefit for

the symptoms of the disease caused by SARS‐CoV‐2 infection.

Imatinib was previously tested for SARS‐CoV‐2 activity in a Vero

E6 cell‐based assay system, with RNA analysis performed as a

readout for virus levels.36 In this former study, imatinib inhibited

SARS‐CoV‐2 infection with an EC50 of 3–10 μM depending upon the

multiplicity of infection used.36 In contrast, our work yielded efficacy
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of 2 μM for both Vero and A549 cells with low cell toxicity evident in

theVero cell‐based assay. Like nintedanib, imatinib can mitigate some

physical symptoms of COVID‐19. Case study reports and small

clinical trial data are generally in favor of the anti‐inflammatory and

antifibrotic effects of imatinib, although outcomes of such studies

have been variable.37–45

Previous reports typically have not looked at sensitivity of

different SARS‐CoV‐2 variants to drug treatments. When targeting

the replication mechanism, such as RNA synthesis or virus protease

activity required to process the virus polyproteins into mature

subunits, there is little variation seen in each variant. Given tyrosine

kinases often enable signal transduction from cell surface receptors,

such as through AXL, changes in the virus spike protein could result in

differences in susceptibility to treatment. Indeed, compared to the

Alpha variant we observed infection efficiency of the WA and Delta

variants to be more impaired by loss of AXL in A549 cells. However,

this did not correlate to sensitivity to compounds, where Alpha and

WA were consistently more sensitive than Delta (the latter being

more similar in sensitivity to Beta). The Alpha, Beta, and Delta

variants share the spike (D614G) mutation, the hallmark of all the

variants located on the outside of the RBD, and which enhances the

binding potential of ACE2 and consequently heightens the potential

for viral infectivity.5,7,46 However, changes in the NTD of the spike

protein are thought to interact with AXL and other cell receptors.

The NTD of the spike protein is proposed to be involved in

adhesion to the host cell surface and therefore is associated with viral

infectivity.46 There are key structural amino acid interactions within

the spike NTD that contribute to its stability and shape. Mutations in

these regions that have been identified in strains with high

transmissibility, including Ala67 and Asp89 mutations, His69/Val70

and Tyr144 deletions, and deletions in amino acids 241‐243 and 246‐

252, could conceivably impact the ability of the NTD to interact with

AXL.47 Of note, the Ala67 and Asp80 residues in the NTD, which are

important for the maintenance of interloop interactions in the NTD

supersite, are mutated in the Beta variant characterized by the D80A

mutation.47,48 The Alpha variant harbors HV69‐70del and Y144del,

A570D, T716I, S982A, D1118H, E484K, N501Y, the Beta variant

harbors mutations R246I, D215G, D80A, L18F, A701V, L242H,

L242‐244del, and the Delta variant harbors E154K, R158G, T19R,

G142D, 156del, 157del, L452R, E484Q.5,7,49,50 Unfortunately, none

of these changes appears to account for the Beta and Delta vs WA

and Alpha sensitivity difference to the compounds tested. Indeed,

while the PVs each showed higher sensitivity to the compounds than

the VSV‐G PVs, there appeared to be little difference in the

sensitivity of PVs bearing Wuhan (similar to WA) or Delta spike

proteins. In summary, our work suggests that the compounds affect

SARS‐CoV‐2 virus entry into cells but there are likely other residues

in the spike that influence sensitivity and will require further

investigation to be fully understood.

The flurry of drug repurposing studies sparked by the COVID‐19

pandemic has identified numerous candidates for therapeutic use, yet

the mechanism of action as it relates to SARS‐CoV‐2 specifically is

unknown for many. One consideration is whether the activities of

such drugs are specific and target‐based, or whether antiviral effects

are confounded by common functional groups that broadly alter host

cell function. Drug‐induced PLD, a lysosomal storage disorder

marked by hyperaccumulation of tissue phospholipids, has been

revealed to be a common and shared property underlying the in vitro

antiviral activity of numerous repurposed drugs investigated for

activity against SARS‐CoV‐2.21,22 This process is dependent on

physical drug characteristics, is independent of antiviral effects

stemming from target specificity, and would instead lead to antiviral

effects through altering the lipid trafficking pathways viruses rely on

to complete infection cycles. Results presented in our study suggest

that the antiviral effects for gilteritinib against the variants may be

target‐specific, as the concentrations required to induce PLD in

A549‐ACE2 cells are significantly greater than the concentrations

inhibiting SARS‐CoV‐2 infectivity and that of the variants.

There are currently no ongoing COVID‐19 trials investigating

gilteritinib as a therapeutic. There are additional kinase inhibitors

that are either approved or that are in clinical trials with anti‐AXL

activity, and our findings presented herein with gilteritinib warrant

further investigation of their anti‐SARS‐CoV‐2 activity within this

context. Imatinib has been of clinical interest as a therapeutic agent

based on its potential antiviral properties (due to ABL targeting) as

well as potential anti‐inflammatory and anti‐cytokine effects

(NCT04394416, NCT04346147, NCT04794088, NCT05220280,

NCT04422678, NCT05273242, NCT04357613, NCT04330690),

and clinical investigation is underway for nintedanib as an

antifibrotic agent for pulmonary fibrosis in COVID‐19 patients

(NCT04338802; NCT04856111; NCT04619680). Of note, ninte-

danib is not being studied as an antiviral agent.

5 | CONCLUSION

Overall, our findings support further investigation of targeted kinase

inhibitors, such as gilteritinib, as antiviral agents and potential

therapies that may offer the advantage of mitigating the symptoms

of COVID‐19, which can be life‐threatening. The repurposing of

approved therapeutics that block the function of proteins required by

SARS‐CoV‐2 to enter host cells and replicate, and that also inhibit the

activity of proteins implicated in disease symptoms caused by the

virus, is an attractive option for the rapid implementation of

efficacious treatments, readily available and vetted for safety, in

the setting of a pandemic outbreak.
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